
Service Points Development points 

Activity Points earned Activity  Points 
Earned 

A two hour shift at the 
Debating Society Welcome 
Week stall 

10 points Deliver a seminar at Internals  30 points 

Participate in a public or 
demonstration debate 

15 points Adjudicate a debate at internals or a 
training day 

20 points 

Coordinate a social or social 
event 

15 points Speak in one debate at internals or at 
a training day as a ‘pro’ in a ‘pro am’ 
team  

15 points 

Attend a Schools Day  20 points per 
session 

Speak at an entire 3v3 weekend 
tournament as a pro with 2 USU 
novices 

15 points per 
round* 

Adjudicate a Schools debate 10 points per 
debate 

Speak at an entire BP weekend 
tournament as a pro with a USU 
novice 

10 points per 
round* 

Tab direct or organise a USU 
tournament 

60 points For Sydney Open, debating as a pro in 
a team containing two novices 

15 points per 
round* 

Adjudicate a USU tournament 10 points per 
debate, 
maximum of 
40 points  

Mentor an Easters team 80 points 

Adjudicate a mini as a USU 
institutional judge  

5 points per 
debate, 
maximum of 
30 points 

Volunteer as a novice mentor for one 
semester 

100 points 

Be the Chief Adjudicator for a 
USU tournament 

60 points *If debating with novices in their first year of university 
of education, and who have debated at less than 10 
university tournaments, and who did not participate in 
representative high school debating, an additional 5 
points will be earned per round.  

Convene Easters, AWGMDC, 
Australs or Worlds 

100 points, 
maximum 200 
points per 
semester 

Be on the organising 
committee of Easters, 
AWGMDC, Australs or Worlds 

80 points, 
maximum 160 
points per 
semester 

Select Easters, AWGMDC, 
Australs or Worlds 
adjudicators 

40 points 

Select AWGMDC teams 60 points 



Organise debater trials for 
Easters,  AWGMDC, Australs or 
Worlds  

50 points 

 Attend a meeting to the 
Debates Committee as a 
voting or honorary member 
or the Committee: 

15 points 

 


